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Superior Progress – Create a harmonious
atmosphere

Perfect balance between style and functionality.

Laminate flooring specially designed to withstand the challenges of a

fast-paced environment.

KRONOTEX is 100% Made in Germany

KRONOTEX Superior Progress laminate is specially designed to withstand the challenges of a fast-paced environment.

With the AC 4 classification, you can be sure that this floor will last for many years to come. Whether in a busy o�ice, a

busy retail area or a home with children and pets, this floor is engineered to endure and retain its beauty.

The innovative 5G click installation technology makes it easy and quick to lay the floor without the need for glue or

special tools. You can save valuable time and energy, and at the same time achieve a flawless result.

Whether you want to create a harmonious atmosphere in the living room, a relaxing atmosphere in the bedroom or an

inviting room in the o�ice, this floor will give you the perfect balance between style and functionality.

Our laminate floor is also suitable for use with heating cables, so you can enjoy comfortable underfloor heating

throughout the year. With this feature, you can create a luxurious and comfortable environment in any room of your

home.

To add extra style and realism, the floor has a v-joint on all four sides. This detail gives an authentic wooden look and

gives the floor a natural feel.

KRONOTEX Superior Progress
High Performance German Laminate

Dimensions: 3/8″ (thickness) x 7 5/8″ (width) x 54 5/16″ (length)

KRONOTEX Superior Progress Decors

Finlay Oak Beige Finlay Oak Grey Finlay Oak Finlay Oak Bronze

Details & Features

Collection KRONOTEX Superior Progress

Category High Performance German Laminate

Dimensions 3/8″ (thickness) x 7 5/8″ (width) x 54 5/16″ (length)

Radiant Heat Radiant heat compliance (water pipes embedded in thermo mass only)

Installation By floating

Warranty · 25 year commercial warranty

· 3 year commercial warranty


